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"Anthropocene" means relating to or denoting the current
geological age, viewed as the period during which human activity
has been the dominant influence on climate and the environment. In
geographies where climate conditions are not extreme, humankind
seems to dominate the climate, in a meaningless war that s/he will
surely lose (reminding the WhiteWalkers zombie army in the very
popular TV series titled Game of Thrones).



In order to be able to survive we should let climate dominate
yet also protect, feed, amaze us. We should not produce and
consume more than we need, we should live on "quantum
satis" (a Latin term meaning the amount which is enough). In
extremely cold geographies like Svalbard where Norway
initiated The Global Seed Vault (which is a fail-safe seed
storage facility, built to stand the challenge of natural or man-
made disasters) and Greenland; I observed a humble yet solid, 
minimal yet generous, cold but warm walk of life.

Rather peaceful daily life in extremely cold environments
where nature is in more thorough control, is auspiciously free
of fierce competition preventing cooperation and interaction
among individuals, over-urbanization causing severe damage
in nature and unnecessary consumerism leading to pollution of 
all sorts.



Wars are designed to fix failing global economy, secure
imperialist ambitions abusing patriotic sensitivities and
prevent people from questioning the globally dominant 
system. As remote geographical domains with fierce
climatic conditions are not the most feasible locations where
capitalism would invest primarily, arms and drug traders
leave these places alone to their own fate (unlike
geographies like the Middle East).

War mongers do not usually introduce artificial and evil-
minded turbulences in order to apply their notorious divide
and conquer strategies in these milieus. Such places
constitute exemplary habitats where natives adopt a 
respectful way of existing in this beautiful world of borrowed
landscapes where we are only temporary guests.



City as a divider or unifier?

The “old” notion of the city is directly related to the 
presupposition that civilization is born, preserved and sustained in 
the city. The root of the word civilization is the city anyways, 
according to the Merriam Webster Dictionary, defining civil as “of 
or relating to the regular business of the people in a city”.

As we look at the pace of the type of over-urbanization realized at 
various geographies in the world, especially in rapidly developing 
countries, it is not very difficult to observe the fact that the notion 
of the city is reinterpreted and we have a recent urban settlement 
occurrence we can name as the “new city”! This new city is 
designed as an area of camouflaged modern slavery. The 
originally autonomous farmers in the rural areas, affordably 
satisfying their most basic needs like food and accommodation, 
are encouraged by the official states to migrate to mega-cities 
leaving their skills in agriculture behind.



Once they move (or rather “brought / dislocated”) to dreadful high-
rise social housing projects in the new cities; they start to 
accumulate long-term debts over costs they did not have to think 
about previously: Education, acquisition of private cars, much higher 
grocery expenses for much less healthy food, building management 
dues, higher real estate and municipality taxes, much higher rents 
and so on. Once they understand that the promises issued by the 
states are tricky, misguiding, shallow; it is unfortunately too late as 
they become dispossessed and have no land anymore to go back to 
the countryside. This vicious circle turns people into dependent 
voters who do have the power to question the unfairness they 
unconsciously had / will have to confront.

The strategies consisting of prevention of independence at different 
levels, individualization of people and less cooperation / collectivity, 
competition in urban societies for success, zoning principles aiming 
for separation of various neighborhoods with different income levels; 
result in new cities that divide people, instead of equally uniting them!



























































Longyearbyen - Svalbard























Ilulissat - Greenland















































Nuuk - Greenland






































